ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In today's digital world there is an enormous increase in the amount of multimedia content over internet such as image, video and audio materials. Such materials are traverse through wire and unwired medium in a carryon fashion.
Small digital device such as tablet, capsule, mobile, PDA's and many others are not yet small in physical senses due to their processing power and memory capacity. But the problem of sharing large amount of multimedia contents over internet creates a concern among researchers regarding the bandwidth utilization. In case of static spectrum assignment for mobile or radio networks bandwidth becomes a major concern.
Digital data are organized in a structure, traverse through network in a bit form of spatial data or frequency components. A single flip of bit is enough to destroy single pixel, but in case of frequency domain signal/images are first converted from spatial domain which decreases the probability of pixel value changes.
Many transformation techniques such as DFT [1] , DCT [2] , DWT [3] and others are already implemented in digital world and widely used in today's technique such data compression and many more. This paper proposed a frequency domain based technique where the digital content such as image is converted form spatial domain to Z major to generate 2x2 real and 2x2 imaginary matrices through less amount of computation and without the trigonometric complexity. This paper also emphasis on transmitting the image over network where half of the Z domain coefficients are sufficient to regenerate the or Various parametric tests are performed based on the original and reconstructed image at destination which shows that both the images are identical in terms of MSE as zero, PSNR as infinity and that of image fidelity as one. Section 2 of this paper deals with the proposed technique through five sub sections. Results and discussions are outlined in section 3, conclusions are drawn in section 4 and references are given at end.
THE TECHNIQUE
The IZEB technique is divided into three major 2.1, inverse Z-Transform given in section 2.2, and that of section 2.5 elaborate the procedure of bandwidth minimization. Traditional and fast Z example in section 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.
Forward Z-Transformation
Z-transform in signal processing converts a discrete time domain signal which is a sequence of real or complex numbers into a complex frequency domain representation. Z defined in two ways, unilaterally or bilaterally.
In bilateral or two sided Z-transform of discrete time signal x[n] is the formal power series X( defined by eq(1).
Where n is an integer and z is, in general, a complex number.
Alternatively, in cases where x[n] is defined only for transform is defined by eq(2).
Where r is the magnitude of ᵶ, j is the imaginary unit, and by substituting the value of ᵶ in eq(2).
Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
Many transformation techniques such as DFT [1] , DCT [2] , DWT [3] and others are already implemented in digital world and widely used in today's technique such as steganography [4] , data compression and many more. This paper proposed a frequency domain based technique where the digital content such as image is converted form spatial domain to Z-domain using a 2x2 sliding window based mask in a row ate 2x2 real and 2x2 imaginary matrices through less amount of computation and without the trigonometric complexity. This paper also emphasis on transmitting the image over network where half of the Z domain coefficients are sufficient to regenerate the original image.
Various parametric tests are performed based on the original and reconstructed image at destination which shows that both the images are identical in terms of MSE as zero, PSNR as infinity and that of image fidelity as one. his paper deals with the proposed technique through five sub sections. Results and discussions are outlined in section 3, conclusions are drawn in section 4 and references are given
The IZEB technique is divided into three major tasks. Forward Z-transform as describe in section Transform given in section 2.2, and that of section 2.5 elaborate the procedure of bandwidth minimization. Traditional and fast Z-transform calculations are also given with n 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.
Transformation
transform in signal processing converts a discrete time domain signal which is a sequence of real or complex numbers into a complex frequency domain representation. Z-transform can be two ways, unilaterally or bilaterally.
transform of discrete time signal x[n] is the formal power series X(
x[n] is defined only for n ≥0, the single sided or (2) , j is the imaginary unit, and ω is the angle in radians. We get eq(3) in eq (2) .
Many transformation techniques such as DFT [1] , DCT [2] , DWT [3] and others are already as steganography [4] , This paper proposed a frequency domain based technique where the digital content such as image domain using a 2x2 sliding window based mask in a row ate 2x2 real and 2x2 imaginary matrices through less amount of computation and without the trigonometric complexity. This paper also emphasis on transmitting the image over iginal image.
Various parametric tests are performed based on the original and reconstructed image at destination which shows that both the images are identical in terms of MSE as zero, PSNR as his paper deals with the proposed technique through five sub sections. Results and discussions are outlined in section 3, conclusions are drawn in section 4 and references are given transform as describe in section Transform given in section 2.2, and that of section 2.5 elaborate the procedure of transform calculations are also given with transform in signal processing converts a discrete time domain signal which is a sequence of transform can be transform of discrete time signal x[n] is the formal power series X(ᵶ)
or unilateral Zis the angle in radians. We get eq (3) On applying eq (3) for forward transformation on 2x2 mask of cover image in a row major order, four frequency component generates such as lower, horizontal, vertical and complex conjugate pair of horizontal frequency as shown in figure 1 .a which is similar frequency coefficient in lower to higher frequency bands are complex number in the format of 'a + j b'. Separation of real and imaginary parts is shown in figure 1 .b and 1.c respectively. 
Inverse Z-Transformation
Every transform technique exists with pair of equations, forward and inverse. The inverse Z transform can be obtained by eq (4) .
where C is a counter clockwise closed path encircling the origin and entirely in the convergence (ROC). A special case of this contour integral occurs when C is the unit circle. The inverse Z-transform simplifies to eq (5).
The original gray scale image as shown in figure 2 .a 'Map.pgm' on forward Z transf generates four real and four imaginary subband as shown in figure 2.b and 2.d respectively. The information on the bands are emphasis and imaginary parts respectively. Threshold increases present in the band. Inverse Z transform applied on real and imaginary parts generate lossless image back with a MSE [7] as zero and that of PSNR [7] is infinity.
On applying eq (3) for forward transformation on 2x2 mask of cover image in a row major order, four frequency component generates such as lower, horizontal, vertical and complex conjugate pair of horizontal frequency as shown in figure 1 .a which is similar to subband coding [5] . Every frequency coefficient in lower to higher frequency bands are complex number in the format of 'a b'. Separation of real and imaginary parts is shown in figure 1 .b and 1.c respectively. 
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Every transform technique exists with pair of equations, forward and inverse. The inverse Z transform can be obtained by eq (4) . (4) where C is a counter clockwise closed path encircling the origin and entirely in the convergence (ROC). A special case of this contour integral occurs when C is the unit circle. The transform simplifies to eq (5).
The original gray scale image as shown in figure 2 .a 'Map.pgm' on forward Z transf generates four real and four imaginary subband as shown in figure 2.b and 2.d respectively. The information on the bands are emphasis through threshold as shown in figure 2.c and 2.e for real and imaginary parts respectively. Threshold increases the brightness of the small information present in the band. Inverse Z transform applied on real and imaginary parts generate lossless image back with a MSE [7] as zero and that of PSNR [7] is infinity.
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On applying eq (3) for forward transformation on 2x2 mask of cover image in a row major order, four frequency component generates such as lower, horizontal, vertical and complex conjugate to subband coding [5] . Every frequency coefficient in lower to higher frequency bands are complex number in the format of 'a b'. Separation of real and imaginary parts is shown in figure 1 .b and 1.c respectively. 
Traditional Z Transform
In a specific case of Z-transform where we consider value of magnitude of angular frequency ω € {[0, π/2, π mask of 2 x 2) is represented in figure 3(a) , and the equation is given in eq (6) . The elaborate form of eq (6) is shown in eq (7) where C X 00 X 01 X 10 X 11 (a) Single mask Here ω depends on the value of lm.
Fast Z-Transformation
Z-Transform can also be done with minimizing the computation and without the use trigonometry, only by applying addition and subtraction figure 3(a) , and the equation is given in eq (6) . The elaborate form of eq (6) is shown in eq (7) where C v is the coefficient value. 
ω € {[0, π/2, π, 3π/2]} is taken and with r = 1 the complex lm are calculated by equation set eq(8).
depends on the value of lm.
Transform can also be done with minimizing the computation and without the use trigonometry, only by applying addition and subtraction. 
Algorithm for forward Z-transformation
Input: X 00 , X 01 , X 10 and X 11 . Output: R 00 , R 01 , R 10 , R 11 , I 00 , I 01 Method: Perform arithmetic calculation for fast forward Z Calculate R 00 and I 00 , R 10 and I respectively.
, , Equation set 10 shows a relation as ax + by = c the value of r used. Two unknown x and y needs to be calculated by two equations.
R 11 = R 01
Algorithm for inverse Z-transformation
In case of inverse transform the calculation will be eq(13).
Input : R 00 , R 01 , R 10 , R 11 , I 00 , I 01 , I Output: X 00 , X 01 , X 10 and X 11 .
Method: Perform arithmetic calculation by equation set (12) and (13) for fast inverse Z transformation.
Calculate X 00 , X 01 by eq (12), and X
Bandwidth minimization/Transmission efficiency
A 2 x 2 mask of spatial data on FZT generates two 2 x 2 matrixes containing real and imaginary frequency coefficient values, which means, information need to traverse after FZT will become 
transformation
In case of inverse transform the calculation will be followed through set of equations eq(12) and , I 10 , and I 11 .
: Perform arithmetic calculation by equation set (12) and (13) for fast inverse Z by eq (12), and X 10 and X 11 by eq (13). , ,
Bandwidth minimization/Transmission efficiency
A 2 x 2 mask of spatial data on FZT generates two 2 x 2 matrixes containing real and imaginary frequency coefficient values, which means, information need to traverse after FZT will become 229 by equation set (9), (10) and (11) where 'a' and 'b' are depend on followed through set of equations eq(12) and : Perform arithmetic calculation by equation set (12) and (13) for fast inverse Z-
A 2 x 2 mask of spatial data on FZT generates two 2 x 2 matrixes containing real and imaginary frequency coefficient values, which means, information need to traverse after FZT will become double in terms of data. On analysis of eight subbands, four real based on the temporary environment created for z transform, it can be clearly elucidate that at most six subbands are required at destination to regenerate the lossless image, due to the entire zero value imaginary part for lower to ω). Two more subbands can reduce without any loss due to the complex conjugate pair of horizontal frequency (HF). Thus, in total, minimum four subbands are requirednout of eight to regenerate the original image without any loss as shown in figure 4.
DISCUSSION ON RESULTS
Benchmark (PGM) images [6] are taken to formulate results. IZEB is applied over gray scale images such as Baboon, Boat, Clock, Couple, Elaine, Jet, Space, Tank, Truck dimension 512 x 512, few results and shown in figure 4 . Figure 4 .a and 4.b represents the real and imaginary part, after forward Z minimum subbands from real and imaginary parts t image back.
If we apply IZEB on cover images and calculate MSE and PSNR from reconstructed images at destination it is seen that MSE is zero and that of PSNR becomes are transmitted. Other bands are computed at destination as given in table 1. double in terms of data. On analysis of eight subbands, four real and four imaginary valued, based on the temporary environment created for z transform, it can be clearly elucidate that at most six subbands are required at destination to regenerate the lossless image, due to the entire zero value imaginary part for lower frequency (LF) and vertical frequency (VF) (in this case due ). Two more subbands can reduce without any loss due to the complex conjugate pair of horizontal frequency (HF). Thus, in total, minimum four subbands are requirednout of eight to e the original image without any loss as shown in figure 4 .
ESULTS
Benchmark (PGM) images [6] are taken to formulate results. IZEB is applied over gray scale images such as Baboon, Boat, Clock, Couple, Elaine, Jet, Space, Tank, Truck and Map with dimension 512 x 512, few results and shown in figure 4 . Figure 4 .a and 4.b represents the real and imaginary part, after forward Z-transformation respectively, and figure 4.c represents the four minimum subbands from real and imaginary parts that on inverse transform able to generate
If we apply IZEB on cover images and calculate MSE and PSNR from reconstructed images at destination it is seen that MSE is zero and that of PSNR becomes ∞ (infinity) when four bands ther bands are computed at destination as given in table 1. Out of eight, four subbands are sufficient to regenerate lossless image at destination, thus minimizing the energy and the bandwidth to near about half. Further energy and bandwidth can be reduced further by reducing the subbands with little loss. Statistical calculations for amount of loss with different numbers of subbands sent to destination, calculated through IZT are shown in table 1 and in figure 5 . It is clear from the table 1 that single band LF is enough to regenerate the and four imaginary valued, based on the temporary environment created for z transform, it can be clearly elucidate that at most six subbands are required at destination to regenerate the lossless image, due to the entire (LF) and vertical frequency (VF) (in this case due ). Two more subbands can reduce without any loss due to the complex conjugate pair of horizontal frequency (HF). Thus, in total, minimum four subbands are requirednout of eight to Benchmark (PGM) images [6] are taken to formulate results. IZEB is applied over gray scale and Map with dimension 512 x 512, few results and shown in figure 4 . In case of original image of 512 x 512 in dimension, to send spatial data, transmission medium need to send 512*512*8 = 2097152 bits. For LF band 256*256*10 = 655360 bits required, for rest of the bands 8 bit per coefficient is required. All the computational results are given in table II and visual interpretation of the sam shown in figure 6 . In case of original image of 512 x 512 in dimension, to send spatial data, transmission medium need to send 512*512*8 = 2097152 bits. FZT complex coefficients take 512*512*2*8 = 4194304 bits. For LF band 256*256*10 = 655360 bits required, for rest of the bands 8 bit per coefficient is required. All the computational results are given in In case of original image of 512 x 512 in dimension, to send spatial data, transmission medium bits. FZT complex coefficients take 512*512*2*8 = 4194304 bits. For LF band 256*256*10 = 655360 bits required, for rest of the bands 8 bit per coefficient is required. All the computational results are given in table II and visual interpretation of the same is . Number of bits nedded to be send for transmission of 512 x 512 dimension image 
CONCLUSIONS
The issue of image coding with minimum calculation and less complexity is achieved in this proposed work. IZEB also emphasis the subband minimization technique, out of eight subbands only four is enough to regenerate the image without loss this the bandwidth too.
